
The sun may not be shining outside, but you can 
still bring it indoors with these easy-to-make paper 

decorations. Get creative with the kids using colourful 
paper, stick-on googly eyes and felt-tips or colouring 
pencils and a little imagination on a cold and wet day.

2 x A4 sheets of yellow card

1 x A4 sheet of orange card

Assorted felt-tip pens or 

Colouring pencils

Googly eyes (one pair per 

decorative paper sun)

A glue stick or double

 sided tape

Blue tack

A pencil

Scissors

A ruler

YOU WILL NEED

Turn a small cereal bowl 
upside down and draw a 
circular outline in your first 
piece of yellow card to make 
your sun.
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Using your scissors, neatly 
cut these out. You and 
your little ones are now 
ready to decorate your sun 
decorations.
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Using a ruler and pencil, 
cut seven equal triangles 
(about 3cm in length) 
on both your orange and 
yellow paper to make rays.
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Using either a glue stick 
or pieces of double sided 
tape if you prefer, stick and 
slightly overlap the rays 
around your sun, making 
sure to alternate between 
your yellow and orange 
rays.
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With your sun shape made, 
you and your little ones 
are now ready to decorate! 
Make a face with felt-tips 
and googly eyes.
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PaP
Er sUN DEcOratiONs



Want to get more creative? 
Use cotton wool and sticky 
tape to make clouds or 
draw a cut-out rainbow with 
paper and felt-tips.
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When you’ve all finished, 
use blu tack to stick your 
amazing sun decoration on 
the wall and sneak some 
sunshine in.
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Did you know Vitamin D is created in the body from sunlight 
on your skin and helps to support the normal function of your 

immune system?

Unfortunately we don’t always get sunshine in the UK so at Arla Big 
Milk we fortify our fresh whole milk with vitamin D. Supporting you 

and your little ones no matter the weather!


